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FEATURES
14-Bit Resolution and Accuracy
Fast 1211sConversion Time (ADC1131J/K)
Low 10ppmtC Maximum Gain TC
User Choice of Input Range
No Missing Codes

APPLICA TIONS

Wide Band Data Digitizing
Multichannel Computer Interface
High Accuracy Data Acquisition
X-Ray Tomography
Nuclear Accelerator Instrumentation

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The ADC1l30 and ADCl131 are high speed analog-to-digital
converters packaged in a small 2" x 4" x 0.4" (51 x 102 x 10mm)
module, which perform complete 14-bit conversions in 2511s
and 1211srespectively. Using the successive approximations
technique, they convert analog input voltages into natural
binary, offset binary, or two's complement coded outputs.
Data outputs are provided in both parallel and non-return-to-
zero serial form.

Four analog input ranges are available: 0 to +20V, 0 to +10V,
:!:10V, :!:5V. The user selects the desired range by making ap-
propriate connections to the module terminals. The ADC1130
and ADCl131 can also be connected so as to perform conver-
sions of less than 14 bit resolution with a proportionate de-
crease in conversion time.

TIMING

As shown in Figure 1, the leading edge of the convert command
set the MSB output to Logic "0" and the CLOCK OUT,
STATUS, MSB, and BIT 2 through BIT 12 outputs to Logic
"1 ". Nothing further happens until the convert command re-
turns to Logic "0", at which time the clock starts to run and
the conversion proceeds.

With the MSB in the Logic "0" state, the internal digital-to-
analog converter's output is compared with the analog input.
If the DfA output is less than the analog input, the first "0" to
"1" clock transition resets the MSB to Logic" 1". If the DfA
output is greater than the analog input, the MSB remains at
Logic "0".

The first "0" to "1" clock transition also sets the BIT 2 output
to Logic "0" and another comparison is made. This process con-
tinues through each successive bit until the BIT 14 (LSB) com-

parison is completed. At this point the STATUS and CLOCK
OUT return to Logic "0" and the conversion cycle ends.

The serial data output is of the non-return-to-zero (NRZ) format.
The data is available, MSB first, 20ns after each of the four-
teen "0" to "1" clock transitions.
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Figure 1. Timing Diagram
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MODEL

RESOLUTION. BITS

CONVERSION TI"'IE (max)

ACCURACY

Integral Nonlinearit\' Error (LSB)
Differential Nonlineant\.

Error (lSB)

Missing Codes

TEMPERATURI' COEFFICIENTS

Gain ppmt" C
Unipolar Offser
Bipolar Offset

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGES

INPUT IMPEDANCE (IOV RANGE)

CONVERT COMMAND

PARALLEL DATA OUTPUT

Unipolar
Bipolar

SERIAL DATA OUTPUT

Unipolar
Bipolar

STATUS OUTPUT

LOGIC FANOUTS AND LOADINGS

Convert Command Input
Clock Input
Short Cycle Input
Parallel Data OutputS
Sena! Data Ou tpu t
STATUS OUtput
STATUS Output
Clock Output

POWER REQUIREMENTS

POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY

To !15V Tracking Supplies
Gain
Zero

To ! IS V Non-Tracking Supplies
Gam
Zero

TEMPERA TUR I: RA0iG I..

Operating
Storage

\L'I-'I\;dl ~' T£,J L. Ulllt:~ UUIt:IWI:.t: IIUlt:Uj

HIGH SPEED 12/.1s
ADCll31

14

12/.1s

!1/2 (max)

!1/2 (1 max)

No missing codes

!12 (max)
W.7 (!3 max)
n (!7 max)

!5V. !lOV. +IOV, +20V

250oSl

POSllI\'C Pulse, 200ns JOin,

400ns max Leading Edge

Rescrs, Trailing Edge Starts,

TTL/DTL Compatible

I'ositi\'e True Binary
Positive True Offset Bmary,
Two's Complement

Posim'C True Binary
Positive True Offset Binary

"I" During Conversion.
Complement also available
TTL/DTL Compatible.

ITTL Unit Load
3TTL Unit Loads
ITTL Unit Load
3TTL Unit Loads/Bit
8TTL Unit Loads
2TTL Unit Loads
12TTL Unit loads
4TTL Unit Loads

+15V !5% (;!)40mA
-15V !5% (a!60mA
+5V !5% (a!250mA

H.5ppm/%6 Vs
!45ppm/%6 Vs

!lOppm/%6 Vs
!7pplll/%6 VS

() to ,70°C

-55°C to +85°C

.Same Specifications as ADell J I)
NOTI'S

'Offset (zero) and gain errors are adjustable to zero by means of exter"al
potentiometers. See Figure 5 for proper connectlon.

'Recommended power supply. Analog Devices model92J.

Specifications subjeCt to change without nOtice.

3-400 ANALOG- TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS

K

14

12/.1s

! 1/2 (max)

!7 (+10 max)

MEDIUM SPEED 25/.1s
ADCll30

14

25/.1s

!1/2(lmax)

!12 max

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm)-

r--- 2.01MAX151.,1---j 0.41MAX110.41

1-.."",, "." n 1 J.,. "",-
36 37

19
+-t
18

4.02 MAX
(102.1154

+-1
55

72

BOTTOM VIEW --j f---GRIDO.I" (2.51

NOTE:
Terminal pins installed only in shaded hole
locations.
Module weight: 3.5 ounces (99.3 grams),
All pins are gold plated half-hard brass
(MIL-G-452041, 0.019" :to.001" (0.48
!0.03mm) dia.
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Applyingthe ADC1130,ADC1131
IALOG INPUT CHARACTERISTICS

e input circuit of the ADCl130 and ADCll31 are shown
block diagram form.

PIN 5
20V INPUT

PIN 6
10V INPUT

PIN 19
BIPOLAR OFFSET

PIN 20
OFFSET ADJUST

COMPARA TOR

1.5M!]

PIN 23
GROUND SENSE

5111

Figure 2. Input Circuit Block Diagram

'hen the converters are connected as a unipolar device, Pin 19
left open circuit and, thus, no offset current is applied to the

om para tor input. The 0 to +lOV input signal applied to Pin 6
::Irthe 0 to +20V input signal applied to Pin 5) develops a 0 to
4mA current which is compared to the 0 to -4mA output of
he D/A converter. A voltage between +15V and -15 V can be
pplied to Pin 20 from the wiper of a 100kD. potentiometer
0 adjust the zero point by ::t40LSB. To reduce the range of
his trim padding resistors should be used.

Nith the offset output, Pin 22, connected to Pin 19, a +2mA
)ffset current is applied to the comparator inpu t. The
A.DC1l30 and ADCll31 will then accept bipolar inputs of
t5V at Pin 6, or ::tlOV at Pin 5 and compare the 0 to +4mA
sum of the offset and input signal currents to the 0 to -4mA
D/A converter output. The offset adjustment potentiometer
is once again used as described in the preceding paragraph.

Signal ground sense, Pin 23, should normally be jumpered to
malog ground, Pin 3. In the event that an offset voltage is
developed in the ground wiring, it may be possible to elimi-
nate its effect by connecting Pin 23 directly to the signal or
analog ground of the device feeding the analog input signal
to the ADc. In any case, Pin 23 must not be left open.

If a high input impedance is required, it can be achieved by
using a high speed operational amplifier as an input buffer.

PARALLEL DATA OUTPUT

These converters produce natural Binary Coded ou tpu ts when
configured as a unipolar device. As a bipolar device, they can
produce either Offset Binary or Two's Complement output
codes. The most significant bit is represented by Pin 72
(MSB output) for Binary and Offset Binary codes, or by Pin
70 (MSB output) for the Two's Complement code. Tables I
and II illustrate the relationship between analog input and
digital output for all three codes.

Table I. Nominal Unioolar Inout-Outout Relationshios

SERIAL DATA OUTPUT

The serial data output, available on Pin 32, is of the non-return-
to-zero format. The data is transmitted MSB first and is Binary
coded for unipolar units and Offset Binary coded for bipolar units.

Figure 3, shown below, indicates one method for transmitting
data serially using only three wires (plus a digital ground). The
data is clocked into a receiving shift register using the delayed
clock output of the converter.

II
ADC1130/1131

32 SERIAL OUT
33 STATUS

35 CLOCKIN

36 CLOCKOUT

MSB LSB STATUS

Figure 3. Serial Data Transmission

The timing diagram presented in Figure 4 shows that the con-
verter's clock output must be delayed by an amount of time
greater than or equal to the sum of the receiving shift register
setup time plus the 20ns clock output to serial output delay.
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Figure 4. Serial Data Timing Diagram

The 50ns span between the time that the last serial output bit
is available and the time that the STATUS output retUrns to

zero IIlsures that the data In the shift register will be valid on

the "I" to "0" transition of the STATUS signal.

GAIN AND OFFSET ADJUSTMENTS

The potentiometers used for making gain and offset adjust-
ments arc connected as shown in l'igure 5. ~ote that a jumper

'15V

GAIN r-f :==JADJUST 1 GAIN ADJUST
1O0kll

.15V

, 15v
OFFSET
ADJUST
lOOk!>

19 BIPOLA" OFFSEl

20 OFFSET ADJUST
I
I

15V I

/L_-
JUMPER CONNECTED
FOR BIPOLAR
OPERATION ONL Y

22 OFFSET OUTPUT

ADJUSTMENT RANGES
GAIN. t48LSB
OFFSET t40lSB

Fiaflrp. 5. Adill.~tmp.nt r.nnnprtinn.~

ANALOG INPUT DIGITAL OUTPUT

0 to +IOV 0 to +20V Binary Code
Range Range

+9.9994V +J99988V 11111111111111

+5.0000V t 10.()000V 10000000000000

+1.2500V +2.5000V 00100000000000
+0.0006V +0.00 12V 00000000000001
+O.OOOOV +O.OOOOV 00000000000000

:t5V :tIOV Offset Binary Two's Complement

Range Range Code Code

+4.9994V +9.9988V 11111111111111 01111111111111

+2.5000V +5.0000V 11000000000000 01000000000000

+0.0006V +0.0012V 10000000000001 00000000000001

+O.OOOOV +O.OOOOV 10000000000000 00000000000000

-5.0000V -10.0000V 00000000000000 10000000000000

Table I,. Nominal Bipolar Input-Output Relationships
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tnese pillS must oe let[ open lor unipolar operation.

Proper gain and offset calibration requires great care and the
use of extremely sensitive and accurate reference instruments.
The voltage standard used as a signal source must be very stable.
It should be capable of being set to within IJ1Y of the de-
sired value at both ends of its range.

The gain and offset calibrations will be independent of each
other if the offset adjustment is made first. These adjustments
are not made with zero and full scale input signals and it may
be helpful to understand why. An AID converter will produce
a given digital output for a small range of input signals, the
nominal width of the range being one LSB. If the input test
signal is set to a value which should cause the output of the
converter to be on the verge of switching from one digital value
to the adjacent digital value, the unit can be calibrated so that
it does change values at just that point. With a high speed con-
vert command rate and a visual display, these adjustments can
be performed in a very accurate and sensitive way. Analog
Devices' Analog-Digital Conversion Notes gives more detailed
information on testing and calibrating AID and DIA converters.

OFFSET CALIBRATION

For the 0 to +10Y unipolar range set the input voltage precise-
ly to +0.0003Y; for 0 to +20Y units set it to +0.0006Y. Ad-
just the zero potentiometer until the converter is just on the
verge of switching from 00 . . . . 0 to 00 . . . . I.

For the :t5Y bipolar range set the input voltage precisely to
-4.9997Y; for :tl0Y units set it to -9.9994Y. Adjust the
zero potentiometer until offset binary coded units are just
on the verge of switching from 00 . . . . 0 to 00 . . . . 1
and two's complement coded units are just on the verge of
switching from 100 . . . 0 to 100 . . . 1.
GAIN CALIBRATION

Set the input voltage precisely to +19.9982Y for 0 to +20Y
units, +9.9991Y for 0 to +10Y units, +4.9991Y for :t5Y
units, or. +9.9982Y for :tl0Y units. Note that these values
are H/2LSB's less than nominal full scale. Adjust the gain
potentiometer until binary and offset binary coded units are
just on the verge of switching from 11 . . . 0 to 11 . . . 1
and two's complement coded units are just on the verge of
switching from 011 . . . 10 to 011 . . . II.

POWER SUPPLY AND GROUNDING CONNECTIONS
These converters do not have an internal connection between

analog power ground and digital ground and, thus, a connec-
tion must be provided in the external circuitry. The choice of

3-402 ANALOG- TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS

consIderation in the performance of the system. No strict rules
can be given, only the general guidelines that the grounding
should be arranged in such a manner as to avoid ground loops
and to minimize the coupling of voltage drops (on the high
current carrying logic supply ground) to the sensitive analog
circuit sections. One suggested approach is shown in Figure 6.

ADC1130/1131

0

0

3 ANALOGPOWERGROUND

25 .15V

27 +15V

29 +5V

30 DIGITAL GROUND

Figure 6. Power Supply and Grounding Connections

The :t15Y and +5Y power supplies must be externally bypassed
with 15J.lF(+ 35Y tantalum) capacitors. These capacitors should
be connected between Pin 27 and Pin 3, between Pin 25 and
Pin 3, and between Pin 29 and Pin 30. Capacitor connections
should be made as close to the module pins as possible.
CLOCK CONNECTIONS

When the convert.ers are used with their own internal clock,
Pin 36 is simply jumpered to Pin 35. When the internal clock
is not used, Pin 36 is grounded and an external clock capable
of driving three TTL loads is connected to Pin 35.The convert
command should be synchronized with the external clock.
REPETITIVE CONVERSIONS

When making repetitive conversions, a new convert command
may be initiated any time after the" 1" to "0" transition of the
STATUS output. The STATUS output may not, however, be
connected directly to the CONVERT COMMAND input for the
purpose of automatically generating convert command pulses.
SHORT CYCLE CONNECTIONS
When the converters are operated as a 14-bit device, Pin 37
is left open. If, however, it is to perform conversions of less
than 14 bits, Pin 37 is connected to the N+l bit output
(where N is the number of bits in the conversion). The con-

version time in this mode of operation is Tc x N/14 where
Tc is the conversion time of the particular model when oper-
ated at 14-bit resolution.
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